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Abstract: At present, the ability to promote national economy by adjusting to political,
economic, and technological variables is one of the largest challenges faced by organization
productivity. This challenge prompts changes in structure and line productivity, given that
cash has not been invested. Thus, the management searches for investment opportunities that
have achieved the optimum value of the annual increases in total output value of the production
line workers in the laboratory. Therefore, the application of dynamic programming model is
adopted in this study by addressing the division of investment expenditures to cope with
market-dumping policy and to strive non-stop production at work.
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1. Scientific Methodology to Search
1.1. Problem of the study
Indivisible cash with ready-made garment factory management in Najaf is available to a range of alternatives to investment opportunities. Moreover, the
problem is how to distribute the cash among five production lines (i.e.,A1 , A2 ,
A3 , A4 , and A5 ) working in the laboratory. This laboratory achieves optimal
value of total annual increases in the production and value of five production
lines.
1.2. Aim of the study
Dynamic programming is applied to address the division of investment expenditure in accordance with the alternative investment opportunity problem model.
Moreover, it aims to achieve the optimal value of total annual increases in
production value for each of the five production lines owned by the garment
factory.
1.3. Research Hypothesis
1.4. Mathematical Model for Dynamic Programming
The basic trait that characterizes dynamic programming is to enter the time
element in the sports of the problem model instead of the case in linear programming or other types of relevant fixed mathematical formulas and sports
programming models. Under this method, decision makers can plan optimization of operations and change adjustment over time, that is, the dynamic programming athlete user approach in addressing problems throughout the implementation of processes is used by solving these problems to reach the optimal
method of change required by the problem and the amendment in the dynamic
programming frame (which leads to a series of decisions). The problem is divided into several successive stages. In particular, some of these problems may
be naturally divided, whereas others should be manually divided.
The idea of dynamic programming assumes that several stages of the problem of the organization exist, including certain acts consisting of N of sequential
stages. Thus, it is at the beginning stage. The idea of dynamic programming
assumes that several stages of the problem of the organization exist, including certain acts consisting of N of sequential stages. Thus, it is at the be-
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ginning stage. (Where n = 1, 2, . . . , N ) The value of the base variable (Xn)
should be determined. The basic variable series (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn , . . . , XN ) of
productive activity should also be determined as a whole, and they should be
selected through the way standards that result from determining F function
(X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn , . . . , XN ) are made. This function has a maximum or minimum value, according to the nature of the problem. When making a particular
decision on one stage, the other relay is not neglected, and all the other stages
are considered. Therefore, we can conclude that in light of dynamic programming, the optimal solution in several stages according to the sequence of activity
is being sought. Each stage is optimized, and the decision taken in one of the
stages of activity has a close link to the decision in the other stages. The basic
rule adopted in finding ideal solution based on dynamic programming model
is used to address a particular system as follows: Regardless of the primary
system status and primary decision, subsequent decisions should represent the
best policy based on the situation resulting from the primary decision to clarify
that we placed the following hypotheses.
St — If the problem system is at the moment t (position in the previous
case).
St+1 — If the problem system state is at the moment t + 1 (current situation).
Dt+1 — If the decision taken at the moment is t + 1 (current resolution).
F — objective function
Therefore
St+1 = F (St , dt+1 ).
Thus, the system status at the moment t + 1is a case in a function of the
system in the previous position (primary moment) with the decision taken at
the moment(t + 1) or the present moment. Moreover, readers may assume that
the problem is the decision in a certain system.
Regarding the distribution of basic production requirements that the amount
of a unit, and that between N of activities(n = 1, 2, ...N ) is with all n of activities there are the results of a function (goal) is linked to it, and symbolizes the
function mentioned that should lead us to the optimal case as follows: gn (Xn )
Where: Xn = the amount of basic necessities, which are distributed among
the activities, based on what progress can formulate a mathematical model
dynamic private optimum distribution of basic requirements for production,
as follows: Required to determine the positive values of the basic variables
unknowns X1 , X2 , ..., Xn , ...XN . Here: Xn is the amount of basic necessities for
the specific activity of the type and n is the desired objective function:
F (X1 , X2 ...Xn , ...XN ) = g1 (X1 ) + g2 (X2 ) + ... + gn (Xn ) + ...gN (XN ).
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Fulfills the following conditions:
X1 + X2 + ... + Xn , ...,

XN = A.

In terms of the conditions mentioned conclude that the available quantity of
certain basic necessities.

2. The Practical Framework of the Research
2.1. Overview Men’s clothing factory
Men’s ready-made clothing factory in Najaf was established under the second
paragraph of Article IV of the Public Institutions LawN o.(90)of 1970, as the
project was created in the period between18/05/1980 and 04/30/1983 but was
receiving for the project in July1985 after reaching a settlement with the company executing formula because of delays, the trial run was a period between
1986 and 1987, while commercial production began in 1988.
Laboratory (16) line production specialist produces mens clothing. This
plant is the largest in Iraq, as well as in Middle East, as it was designed to
produce 2 million pieces per year. In 1987, it merged with the laboratory with
modern sewing factory in Baghdad. In 1988, it then merged with General
Company garments in Mosul establishment, which was one of the plants of
mens clothing factory in Najaf.
As a result of military operations in Iraq in 2003, the plant was exposed
to aerial bombardment and the work and up to 90% individuals that operate
in machinery and equipment stopped. This break lasted up to 2005, when the
company has been rehabilitated and linked administratively with State Company for Textile Industries of the Ministry of Industry card design (726, 000)
piece in2010. In2011, the amounted energy (926.000) after the opening of the
project, namely, Mens Suit, developed the line. In the years2012 and2013, the
plant was assigned for the production of private military suits and police and
military suits, as these types of suits are characterized with required coarseness and complexities for the purposes of protection. Thus, the workers in
the laboratory strives management to restructure production lines by providing them with a range of machinery and equipment and to invest additional
cash in the necessary production lines. The company has chosen five production lines(i.e., A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , andA5 ), which are shown in Figure (1), for the
purposes of this new orientation toward production. These machines were originally designed to produce clothing that is characterized by smooth and light
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production and based on laboratory management toward responding to these
changes to cope with dumping market policy and to strive to continue non-stop
production at work.
2.2. Problem statements
Figure (1) clearly illustrates that the laboratory is based on productive activities on five production lines(i.e., A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , andA5 ), where the internal
encoding for the site is the number of production lines (5). Therefore,
• A1 = (5.1/a,5.1/b),
• A2 = (5./a),
• A3 = (5./a,5.1/b) (5.1/a-c),
• A4 = (5.1/b+5.1/a-c) (5.3),
• A5 = (5.4).

[a]
Through the case analysis, based on data received from the accounts department of planning and follow-up, it is clear that the management of the plant
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has four types of alternative plans or investment opportunities, so that the necessary financial needs of each alternative are:

• Variant+no.150thousand units of cash
• Variant + no.2 100 thousand units in cash
• Variant + no.3 150 thousand units in cash
• Variant + no.4 200 thousand units in cash
With regard to investment needs of each investment line, the most that
can be up to him are as follows(0, 50, 100150200) As for the annual increase
that could be achieved in the volume of production for each production line to
exploit what is contained above, it is clear from the following table:
Alternatives (opportunities)
Investment

Variant
Variant
Variant
Variant

no.1
no.2
no.3
no.4

The value

The value of the annual increase

of the
investment
needs

in the volume of production achieved
for each production line

0
50
100
150

A1
0
25
70
100

A2
0
30
70
90

A3
0
36
64
95

A4
0
28
56
110

A5
0
32
80
105

200

140

122

130

146

135

Table 1: The amount of annual increases achieved in the volume of production for each production line and the four alternatives of investment
disciplines.
From the table above it is clear that if the investment expenditure (100)
thousand monetary units, the annual increase achieved in the volume and value
of production and productivity of the lines (A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 ) are respectively:
(70, 70, 64.56, 80).
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2.3. Application of the Mathematical Model and Extraction of the
Final Results
2.4. Definitions of the Mathematical Model
In order to apply the mathematical model, which initially requires the identification of the following definitions: Xi = size required for the line of productive
investment expenditure (i) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
gi (Xi ) = the amount of the annual increase in production occurring in the
production line (i) due to exchange capital expenditure (Xi ) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
Thus, the total value of annual increases in production and productivity of
the lines is calculated as follows:
F (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 ) = g1 (X1 ) + g2 (X2 ) + g3 (X3 ) + g4 (X4 ) + g5 (X5 ).
Here the variables (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , X5 ) must check the following condition:
X1 + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 = A5 ,
here:
X1 ≥ 0, X2 ≥ 0, X3 ≥ 0, X4 ≥ 0, X5 ≥ 0
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) Ai = the total value of the calculated size of the branch of
investment expenditure (i).
2.5. Application of the Mathematical Model
In the beginning is determinedX5 of investment expenditure for the production
lineA5 , the return is for an annual increase in production of g5 (X5 ) note that
theX5 should achieve the following condition:
Accordingly, the remainder of the capital expenditures for the rest of the
production lines at the plant under study is calculated as follows:
A4 = A5 − X5 .
Accordingly, the remainder of the investment expenditure a4 between production lines (A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ) form that leads to obtain the optimum overall
production increase. The total increase in the optimal production derived from
the production lines (A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ) realized on the basis of the remaining A4
investment expenditure is calculated from the following relationship:
F4 (A4 ) = F4 (A5 − X5 ),
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where: Based on the basic formula for linear programming described in the
previous paragraph, if the value of the annual increase in the production of all
production lines(A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , andA5 ) is calculated from the following mathematical relationship:
F5 (A5 ) = M ax(g5 (X5 ) + F4 (A5 − X5 ))

(1)

As for the amount of the maximum total annual increases in production
lines for the production of (A1 , A2 , A3 , andA4 ) is calculated as follows:
F4 (A4 ) = M ax(g4 (X4 ) + F3 (A4 − X4 ))

(2)

That for the rest of the production lines(A1 , A2 , andA3 ) is calculated as follows
F3 (A3 ) = M ax(g3 )(X + F2 (A3 − X3 ))

(3)

Thus, for the branches(A1 , A2 ), where according to the principle of the optimal solution, it is possible to obtain the following functions:
That variableA5 could take the values 50, 100150200as listed in the table (1).
• For the variable (X1 ):
F1 (A1 ) = M ax{g1 (X1 )}
0 ≤ X1 = A1
W here

X1 = A1

• For the variable(X2 ):
F2 (A2 ) = M ax{(g2 (X2 ) + F1 (A1 )}
0 ≤ X2 = A2
= M ax{g2 (X2 ) + F1 (A2 − X2 )}
W here

A1 = A2 − X2

• For the variable(X3 ):
F3 (A3 ) = M ax{(g3 (X3 ) + F2 (A2 )}
0 ≤ X3 = A3
= M ax{g3 (X3 ) + F2 (A3 − X3 )}
W here

A2 = A3 − X3
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• For the variable(X4 ):
F4 (A4 ) = M ax{(g4 (X4 ) + F3 (A3 )}
0 ≤ X4 = A4
= M ax{g4 (X4 ) + F3 (A4 − X4 )}
W here

A3 = A4 − X4

• For the variable(X5 ):
F5 (A5 ) = M ax{(g5 (X5 ) + F4 (A4 )}
0 ≤ X5 = A5
= M ax{g5 (X5 ) + F4 (A5 − X5 )}
A4 = A5 − X5
Based on the relations of the above functions are optimal values the basic
variables account Xi = (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and5), and it also comes with:
• For the variable (X1 ):
F1 (A1 ) = M ax{g1 (X1 )}
0 ≤ X1 = A1
W here

X1 = A1

Where A1 can take values(0.50, 100150200) and that, as in the following table:
X1 = A1
0
50
100
150
200

G1 = F1 (A1 )
0
25
70
100
140

• For the variable(X2 ):
F2 (A2 ) = M ax{(g2 (X2 ) + F1 (A1 )}
0 ≤ X2 = A2
= M ax{g2 (X2 ) + F1 (A2 − X2 )}
W here

A1 = A2 − X2
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After that is determined by the corresponding points of the variables X2 , A1
and check that the following condition:

A2 = A1 + X2 .
Process F2 account (A2 ) clear through the graph follows:

[a]

As for the values of the variablesA2 , X2 (where A2 = X2 + A1 ), it is calculated
by the following table:
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A2 = A1 + X1
0
50
100
150
200

F2 (A2 )
0
30
70
100
140

A1
0
0
100
100
200

X2
0
50
0
0
0

• For the variable(X3 ):
F3 (A3 ) = M ax{(g3 (X3 ) + F2 (A2 )}
0 ≤ X3 = A3
= M ax{g3 (X3 ) + F2 (A3 − X3 )}
W here

A3 = A2 − X3

The value ofF3 account (A3 ) for allA3 on the basis of the values of the following
forms:

[a]
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As for the variables X3 ,A2 , it is calculated by the following table:
A3 = A2 + X3
0
50
100
150
200

F3 (A3 )
0
36
66
106
140

A2
0
0
50
100
200

X3
0
50
50
50
0

• For the variable(X4 ):
F4 (A4 ) = M ax{(g4 (X4 ) + F3 (A3 )}
0 ≤ X4 = A4
= M ax{g4 (X4 ) + F3 (A4 − X4 )}
W here

A4 = A3 − X4

The value of F4 account (A4 ) for allA4 on the basis of the values of the
following forms:

[a]
As for the variables X4 ,A3 , it is calculated by the following table:
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A4 = A3 + X4
0
50
100
150
200

F4 (A4 )
0
36
66
110
140

A3
0
50
100
0
50

X4
0
0
0
150
150

• For the variable(X5 ):
F5 (A5 ) = M ax{(g5 (X5 ) + F4 (A4 )}
0 ≤ X5 = A5
= M ax{g5 (X5 ) + F4 (A5 − X5 )}
W here

A45 = A4 − X5

The value of F5 account (A5 ) for allA5 on the basis of the values of the following
forms:

[a]
As for the variables X5 ,A4 , it is calculated by the following table:
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A5 = A4 + X5
0
50
100
150
200

F5 (A5 )
0
36
80
160
146

A4
0
50
0
50
100

X5
0
0
100
100
100

From the above we conclude the following:
• From the table (6) when the A5 = 200: A4 = 100, X5 = 100
• From the table (5) when the A4 = 100: A3 = 100, X4 = 0
• From the table (4) when the A3 = 100: A2 = 50, X3 = 50
• From the table (3) when the A2 = 50: A1 = 0,X2 = 50
Based on the foregoing, when the A5 = 200, the basic values of the variables take the following values: The optimum value of the annual increase in
production, it is calculated as follows:
A monetary unitF5 (A5 ) = 146. In the same way is to identify the core
values of the variables when values (A5 ) as follows:
A5 = 150,

A5 = 100,

A5 = 50,

A5 = 0.

The final results are presented for the problem through the following table:
A5
0
50
100
150
200

X1
0
0
0
0
0

X2
0
0
0
0
50

X3
0
50
0
50
50

X4
0
0
0
0
0

X5
0
0
100
100
100

F5 (A5 )
0
36
80
116
146

3. Conclusion:
Based on the foregoing discussion, the following conclusions are clear: The value
of capital expenditures takes (200) A monetary unit, and each line of productive
A2 and A3 production lines takes the amount of 50 thousand units in cash.
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The production line A5 takes the value (100) A monetary unit, and it is the
maximum value of the total annual production increases of 146 thousand units
in cash. However, if the capital expenditure takes the value (100) thousand units
of cash, allocating these expenses to the line of productive A5 is best. Moreover,
this decision leads to become the maximum value of the annual increase of
production (80) A monetary unit and for the rest of the indicators and figures
related to other possibilities values a5. Thus, the ready-made garment factory
management in Najaf and, in particular, the management of production rely on
quantity to rationalize the investment decisions. These decisions relate to the
five production lines at its disposal to cope with the modification that occurred
in the mode of production of civilian products, which are similar to the same
coarse and cruel nature of military products.
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